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August 14, 2022 
 

Deployment Package A 
Preparation for 2022 KC Metro Simulated Emergency Test (SET) 

 
 
SET 2022. The SET is ARRL’s primary national emergency exercise and is designed to assess the 
skills and preparedness of Amateur Radio Emergency Service® (ARES®) volunteers, as well as 
those affiliated with other organizations involved in emergency and disaster response.  
Regionally, we participate as an adjunct to the KC Metro SET, a regional exercise that involves 
the 20 counties that comprise the KC Metro Area, sponsored by the Metropolitan Emergency 
Coordinators Council (MECC).  The exercise will take place on October 1, 2022. 
 
Background.  As with SETs before this, there are no public sector (LE, Fire, EMS, EM, or Hosp) 
entities that will be participating.  Emergency Management will support our exercise but will 
not participate.  Leavenworth County ARES® volunteers and affiliate radio groups need to 
exercise and record achievements within ARES® purview.  However, it is our desire to increase 
our skills and utility for our potential supported agencies through the Incident Command 
System (ICS) based interoperability framework.  
 
Primary Objective. To demonstrate the ability for ARES® volunteers and affiliate radio groups to 
resolve communications problems in the allotted time while under their own direction using 
any means available within Amateur Radio rules and regulations. 
 
Deployment. The 2022 SET for Leavenworth County will require most participants to operate in 
the field, under austere conditions, with only what was brought with them, for up to a 3-hour 
period.  In preparation for this, and many requests for Amateur Radio operators for a variety of 
events, Radio Amateurs should always have ready; their “go kit”.  That is, they should have the 
basic elements they would need to provide life support for themselves and communications 
gear to accomplish communication tasks on behalf of their supported agency and/or the public. 
We’ll call this kit: “Deployment Package A”. 
 
Deployment Preparation. Since the last SET (2021) when we attempted to deploy a single asset 
mutual aid mission to another county, we have been framing our activities and training around 
developing our deployment lists: The minimum essential items we need to take with us to 
successfully accomplishe the mission we’ve been called out to do.  We worked on that list 
during the following: 
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• After Action Review for 2021 SET 
• Tabletop Exercise (TTX) in 1Q 2022 
• Field Day 2022 in 2Q 2022 
• Several Sunday Evening ARES Info & Training nets. 

 
Deployment Package A.  This is a list and a container to ensure you have what you need to 
operate up to 4 hours in an austere environment when responding to a call for Amateur Radio 
operators to be placed in public service. 

• Container. A plastic bin, travel case, stacker box, duffle bag, or whatever you use to 
carry your ready-to-go equipment.  Your equipment may be in every-day use, but it is 
listed on your list so you don’t forget those small, but vital pieces of gear that make the 
difference between being useful and having to scrounge for that one key item you need 
but left behind. 

• 4-hours. The time period indicates a local, time-sensitive, but short duration incident or 
exercise. Your deployment package need not include camping gear, overnight items, 
change of clothing, or meals.  It does, however, need to account for any food, water, 
medications, inclement weather gear, light sanitary items (TP, wipes, trash bags, etc.) 
you’ll need and maybe some convenience items such as a folding chair, portable table, 
and cover or protection from the sun or rain.  At a very minimum, you’ll need your radio 
gear to operate inside, outside, and mobile without access to external power for the 
period.  Essentials include: Writing gear, ICS forms, especially the ICS-214 for your log, 
ICS-213 for sending messages, and references such as the NiFOG, AUXFOG, KS TICFOG, 
and manuals/reference sheets for your equipment.  

• Austere environment. At Field Day, we operate in an open field where there is no 
commercial power or water, and limited access to shelter and toilets.  This is most 
definitely an austere environment. 

• Amateur Radio in Public Service. For the SET, ARES® will be preforming a simulated 
mission that is for the benefit of the pubic but for which there are no other available 
public service assets immediately available.  

 
Developing Deployment Package A. The list will be tailored by each individual for themselves 
based on their available asset inventory and the potential mission.  It’s a fine balance between 
not having enough to accomplish the mission and having too much that it becomes an 
impediment to quick deployment and recovery.  The ideal Deployment Package A has a list of 
everything the Radio Amateur needs to accomplish their mission comfortably and effectively. 
Everything on the list is in the deployment container or is easy to grab and stuff in the container 
at a moment’s notice.    
 
Template. A comprehensive (but by no means all-inclusive) starter list is available on our web 
site.  Search for “Pick and Pack” or “TTX” where you can download a customizable Excel file.  
Pick a tab that comes closest to your desire and customize it to your specific use.  Start putting 
your Deployment Package A list and container of gear together now.   


